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Abstract
Background: Previously, we reported effects of the cryb mutation on circadian rhythms in period
and timeless gene expression within isolated peripheral Drosophila tissues. We relied on luciferase
activity driven by the respective regulatory genomic elements to provide real-time reporting of
cycling gene expression. Subsequently, we developed a tool kit for the analysis of behavioral and
molecular cycles. Here, we use these tools to analyze our earlier results as well as additional data
obtained using the same experimental designs.
Results: Isolated antennal pairs, heads, bodies, wings and forelegs were evaluated under light-dark
cycles. In these conditions, the cryb mutation significantly decreases the number of rhythmic
specimens in each case except the wing. Moreover, among those specimens with detectable
rhythmicity, mutant rhythms are significantly weaker than cry+ controls. In addition, cryb alters the
phase of period gene expression in these tissues. Furthermore, peak phase of luciferase-reported
period and timeless expression within cry+ samples is indistinguishable in some tissues, yet
significantly different in others. We also analyze rhythms produced by antennal pairs in constant
conditions.
Conclusions: These analyses further show that circadian clock mechanisms in Drosophila may vary
in a tissue-specific manner, including how the cry gene regulates circadian gene expression.
Background
Circadian clocks located within metazoan brains have
been a focus of investigation for decades [1–4]. Such
clocks are compelling in part because they influence tim-
ing across many levels of analysis; they are driven by mo-
lecular elements whose concerted output, in the form of
neuronal signaling, controls physiology and behavior [5].
Recently, the presence of circadian clocks in peripheral tis-
sues has been established in the fruitfly as well as in lower
vertebrates and mammals [6–9]. For example, in Drosophi-
la such clock functions have been demonstrated in anten-
nae, wings, legs, a neuro-humoral gland, and internal
excretory structures [6,10,11]. But it is unknown whether
time-keeping mechanisms are identical wherever clocks
are found within an animal. While it appears that the
same molecules previously identified as clock compo-
nents in the brain give rise to clock function in the periph-
ery, it is not yet known whether clock genes and their
encoded proteins act and interact in the same manner
wherever they are expressed. Similarly, although circadian
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pacemaker cells in the Drosophila brain have been charac-
terized anatomically as discrete clusters of cells called the
Lateral Neurons [12,13], the identity of clock cells in the
tissues we studied is unknown. The same can be said
about the function of these clocks: while circadian clock
cells in the brain control behavioral rhythms, the biologi-
cal functions of clocks in peripheral tissues are minimally
understood, except perhaps in the case of the antenna
[14].
Analysis of genetic and molecular mechanisms underly-
ing circadian clocks in whole animals or isolated tissues is
facilitated by the use of molecular reporters, such as firefly
luciferase (luc). The use of firefly-luciferase (luc) as a real-
time molecular reporter of gene expression has been illus-
trated in a variety of model systems including cyanobacte-
ria, plants, Drosophila, and mammals [15–18]. This
method has proved especially valuable in studies about
molecular rhythms because real-time expression of clock
genes and other chronobiological factors may be moni-
tored over many daily cycles in vivo [17,6,19–21]. Appli-
cations of this technique are varied. For example, luc
reporters have been employed to identify previously un-
appreciated genes that are involved in circadian timing
[21,22] as well as to demonstrate the presence of circadian
clocks in isolated Drosophila tissues.
We previously employed luc reporting to study the effects
of a cryptochrome mutation (cryb), concentrating on clock
gene expression in isolated antennal pairs from
Drosophila [23]. Earlier studies established that cry en-
codes a 'deep-brain' element of the photoreceptive path-
way to the circadian clock [24–26]. But our study
suggested a different role for cry in the periphery, because
antennal rhythmicity in mutant specimens was dramati-
cally reduced in constant darkness [23], an effect that is
not consistent with the idea that the encoded protein
(CRY) functions solely as a photoreceptor for the circadi-
an system [24,25].
While carrying out those studies, we became aware that
there are interesting features of these peripheral rhythms,
like the phase of peak expression, for example, that we
were unable to compare rigorously amongst body parts.
Such concerns motivated us to develop a set of tools for
the analysis of circadian rhythms [27]. Here we apply two
key features of this analytic package that were unavailable
for our earlier report on the effects of cryb in the periphery
[23]. First is a method to eliminate nonlinear trends in the
data, a potential source of artifact that could affect wheth-
er luciferase activity is scored as rhythmic or arrhythmic.
Figure 1 illustrates how rhythmicity generated by one an-
tennal pair is extracted from rather weak output by the ap-
plication of appropriate analytic tools. In addition, the
normalization procedure facilitates comparisons between
rhythms from different tissues by reducing the scale of the
output to a mean of one for each case (see Results). Sec-
ond, we were not previously able to examine effects of a
given variable (genotype, body part) on circadian phase.
The application of circular statistics to these data allows us
to evaluate such effects.
Our earlier conclusions [23] have been substantially but-
tressed by the new features of these time-series analyses:
With respect to its effects on clock-gene cyclings, the cryb
mutation significantly reduces the number of rhythmic
antennal pairs, heads, bodies and forelegs (but not wings)
compared with cry+ controls. Moreover, we have intensi-
fied the analysis of the rhythmic specimens and thus ob-
served that parameters of rhythmicity are altered in the
subset of rhythmic mutant specimens. Among the new
findings that have emerged from the current analyses, the
most salient are that (1) cryb has a significant effect on the
phase of clock gene expression in rhythmic peripheral tis-
sues; and (2) in isolated cry+ tissues, the relationship be-
tween the peak phase time of luc-reported expression from
per and tim genes (respectively) varies such that the peaks
are indistinguishable in antennae and they differ signifi-
cantly in wings or forelegs, for example. The findings re-
ported here strengthen the hypothesis that clock
mechanisms in the periphery differ from each other as
well as from those operating in the central nervous system
of Drosophila [23].
Results
We chose Drosophila strains in which luc was either fused
downstream from the 5'-flanking sequence of the clock
gene timeless (tim-luc), or downstream from a genomic se-
quence that spans the 5'-flanking region of the period gene
and extends through the N-terminal 2/3 of its coding se-
quence (BG-luc) [20,21]. These luc fusion constructs were
introduced into the D. melanogaster genome by germ-line
transformation and shown to mediate daily cycles of LUC
activity over the course of several days' worth of monitor-
ing live (whole) flies fed on luciferin-containing medium
[20]. We were able to assess the effects of the cryptochrome
mutation on clock-gene expression after carrying out ge-
netic crosses that placed chromosomes bearing the report-
er constructs into a homozygous cryb background and
comparing the effects of this mutation on LUC temporal
patterns to those influenced by the normal cry+ allele [23].
In addition, these controls allowed comparisons of tim-luc
to  BG-luc expression. Isolated heads, forelegs, bodies,
wings and antennal pairs were assayed, although data
from the latter tissue-type were essentially the only ones
reported [23].BMC Neuroscience 2002, 3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/3/5
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Figure 1
Effect of detrending and normalization on the analysis of luciferase-reported rhythms. This example is taken from an antennal
pair isolated from a BG-luc; cry+ adult. luc activity was recorded for 8 days in constant darkness and at a constant temperature
of 27°C. a) The upper panel in this column shows a plot of the raw data given in counts per second of bioluminescence plotted
on the ordinate. Samples were recorded hourly as indicated on the abcissa. The dashed line illustrates a trend line defined by
the application of a 72 hour low pass filter (see [27] for more detail about this use of filters). The lower panel shows the auto-
correlation function for the raw data plotted immediately above. We use the autocorrelation function to detect rhythmic-
ity[23,27]. Correlation coefficients with range from -1 to 1 appear on the ordinate and the lag is plotted on the abscissa. The
shaded area centered around 0 defines a 95% confidence interval. In this case, the shape of the function indicates one rhythmic
cycle followed by a decrease, a pattern that suggests the signal is not rhythmic, b) The upper panel in this column shows the
detrended and normalized signal obtained from the raw data shown in a). The signal was obtained by dividing each data value
by the corresponding value on the trend line for a given time point. The values on the ordinate are given in arbitrary units and
vary around a mean of 1 (as described in [27]). The lower panel shows the autocorrelation function for the detrended and nor-
malized signal shown immediately above it. The application of these procedures reveals the presence of significant rhythmicity
within the data set shown in a) above. The RI value is the value of the autocorrelation function at the third peak (marked by the
asterisk); it indicates the strength of rhythmicity (see Table 1, Materials and Methods and [27] for more detail). The RS value is
obtained from the ratio of the RI value to the 95% confidence line. Thus when RS is ≥  1, the rhythm is statistically significant
(see Materials and Methods for more detail). The absence of an asterisk in the lower panel of a) indicates the absence of a third
peak in the autocorrelation function for the raw data set.
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Table 1: Effects of the cryb mutation on BG-luc and tim-luc reporter activity in isolated body parts under LD 12:121,2
Genotype3 Na
4 Number Rhythmic5 
(statistical significance)
Period6 
(Mean ± SEM)
Rhythmicity Index7 
(Mean ± SEM)
Rhythmicity Statistic8 
(Mean ± SEM)
Amplitude9 
(Mean ± SEM)
Phase10 Activity Counts11 
(Mean ± SEM)
Heads
BG-luc; cry+ 38 31 (14) 24.7 ± 0.4 0.32 ± 0.03 2.0 ± 0.2 0.10 ± 0.01 3.8,0.9 5759 ± 422
BG-luc; cryb 35 4 (1) 22.5 ± 3.5 0.13 ± 0.02 0.8 ± 0.1 0.05 ± 0.01 10.6, 0.7 8382 ± 948
tim-luc; cry+ 22 14 (5) 24.7 ± 0.6 0.21 ± 0.03 1.3 ± 0.2 0.10 ± 0.01 3.1,0.8 32024 ± 3766
tim-luc; cryb 50 - - - -- -
Forelegs
BG-luc; cry+ 37 33(11) 25.0 ± 0.3 0.45 ± 0.02 2.8 ± 0.2 0.11 ± 0.01 3.7,0.9 1089+93
BG-luc; cryb 29 11(4) 25.2 ± 1.2 0.32 ± 0.07 2.0 ± 0.4 0.11 ± 0.01 5.0,0.8 902 ± 181
tim-luc; cry+ 24 24(5) 24.6 ± 0.2 0.32 ± 0.03 2.0 ± 0.2 0.12 ± 0.01 1.3,0.9 2605 ± 411
tim-luc; cryb 17 4(0) 24.6 ± 3.2 0.02 ± 0.05 0.1 ± 0.3 0.04 ± 0.00 5.7, 0.9 1488 ± 240
Bodies
BG-luc; cry+ 32 20(2) 24.2 ± 0.5 0.30 ± 0.03 1.9 ± 0.2 0.10 ± 0.01 5.1,0.9 4549 ± 458
BG-luc; cryb 28 5 (0) 20.8 ± 0.4 0.02 ± 0.08 0.1 ± 0.5 0.21 ± 0.09 7.1,0.3 4245 ± 1087
tim-luc; cry+ 18 15(4) 24.4 ± 0.2 0.34 ± 0.04 2.1 ± 0.2 0.13 ± 0.01 2.9, 0.9 17678 ± 5053
tim-luc; cryb 70 - - - -- -
Wing
BG-luc; cry+ 32 30(14) 25.1 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.02 3.1 ± 0.2 0.23 ± 0.01 2.2, 0.9 313+36
BG-luc; cryb 25 20 (5) 27.0 ± 0.6 0.2 ± 0.05 1.3 ± 0.3 0.14 ± 0.02 7.5,0.5 333+31
tim-luc; cry+ 15 15(7) 25.2 ± 0.2 0.42 ± 0.04 2.6 ± 0.2 0.24 ± 0.02 -0.3, 1.0 497 ± 69
tim-luc; cryb 5 5 (0) 26.4 ± 0.4 0.22 ± 0.05 1.4 ± 0.3 0.10 ± 0.01 7.4, 0.9 485+187
1. The experimental design is described in Krishnan et al [23] and in Materials and Methods. LD 12:12 refers to a light-dark cycle with 12 hours of 
light and 12 hours of darkness. 2. Individual body parts were isolated by dissection and placed immediately in cell culture medium containing luci-
ferin substrate for analysis under LD 12:12 (see Materials and Methods) 3. Fly strains are described in Stanewsky et al [20,21]. 4. Na is number of 
specimens analyzed. This analysis was applied to samples previously reported elsewhere [23]. The number of cry+ specimens was increased over the 
number previously reported as follows 10 additional heads, 9 additional forelegs and 15 additional bodies; the number of cryb specimens is 
unchanged. 5. Each sample is evaluated separately and considered rhythmic based on the correlogram and the requirement that rhythmicity falls 
between 18–40 hours according to spectral analysis (see Materials and Methods and also see [27,30]). We asked whether cryb affects rhythmicity in 
these body parts. Chi-squared tests showed significant effects of the mutation on rhythmicity with BG-luc or tim-luc for all body parts (p < .02) 
except the wing (p > .05 for both reporters). As discussed in the text, the finding of rhythmicity does not necessarily indicate statistical significance 
for the rhythm. The numbers in parentheses indicate how many of the specimens we called rhythmic also displayed statistically significant rhythmic-
ity (the height of the peaks in the correlogram were above the 95% confidence line). The remainder of the rhythmic specimens were determined to 
be rhythmic because of the sinusoidal shape of the correlogram. See the text for further discussion about our criteria for rhythmicity (also see [23]). 
6. The estimate of circadian period is assessed by mesa [33] for each individual. Mean and standard error of the mean (SEM) are tabulated from the 
individual estimates. 7. The rhythmicity index (RI) is a measure of the strength of the rhythm obtained from the autocorrelation function as 
described in Levine et al [27], see also [31]. Like the estimate of period, the RI is given as a mean with SEM based on the values obtained for each 
individual rhythmic sample. The cryb mutation significantly reduces the RI value for each reporter in every body part (t-test, p < .001). Note that 
these tests could not be performed for tim-luc specimens from isolated heads or bodies because there were no rhythmic samples to evaluate. 8. The 
Rhythmicity Statistic (RS) is calculated as a ratio of the RI to the absolute value of the 95% confidence line for the correlogram obtained for each 
individual with means and SEM tabulated as above for RI (see Figure 2 and Figure 3, for examples). The RS provides a quick indicator of whether the 
rhythm is statistically significant (RS ≥  1) or not (see Materials and Methods). 9. Amplitude is a measure of the distance from the peak (or trough) to 
the mean in the detrended and normalized rhythmic data (see Materials and Methods for more details) 10. The two numbers given here represent 
the mean phase, or the direction in which the phase vector points and the correlation coefficient describing the distribution of phases among the 
specimens, or the length of the vector . Phase is determined for the group of rhythmic individuals using circular statistics [22,30]. See Figure 7 for 
example. 11. Mean expression level is given as mean ± SEM for counts per second of bioluminescence/hour.BMC Neuroscience 2002, 3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/3/5
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Effects of cryb on rhythms in isolated clock tissues under 
light-dark cycles
We evaluated these various isolated tissues under a series
of successive 12-hr-light12-hr-dark cycles (LD 12:12).
These environmental conditions are the least likely to re-
veal deficits in the pattern of clock gene expression be-
cause the light-dark cycle provides a dominant stimulus to
the clock (clock time is normally synchronized to this en-
vironmental cue) and is thought to increase the amplitude
of clock gene cycling [20,28,29]. Rhythmicity was assessed
for each specimen by autocorrelation analysis [30,27].
This analysis provides a quantitative estimate of rhythmic-
ity with statistical confidence; whereas the confidence in-
terval is based solely on the number of data points used in
the analysis without relying on the variability in the data
set or any other feature of the measured values, the criteri-
on for statistical confidence is the same for all individual
or group analyses within an experiment (see [27] for more
detail). In addition, the autocorrelation read-outs may be
used in a less stringent (and more subjective) manner to
Figure 2
Comparison of tim-luc; cry+ foreleg specimens illustrates rhythmicity with or without statistical significance. From left to right:
the first column shows raw data on the ordinate plotted over time on the abcissa, the second column shows detrended and
normalized data plotted over time and the third column shows autocorrelation with p = 0.05 confidence interval depicted by a
gray area centered at 0. The top row shows the analysis of a pair of forelegs with robust rhythmicity. The autocorrelation func-
tion is significantly rhythmic as indicated by the asterisk and the strength of rhythmicity (RI) is 0.52 (see [27]). The bottom row
shows a signal with weaker rhythmicity. While the shape of the data plots and the autocorrelation function is consistent with a
rhythmic signal, the height of the third peak (with asterisk) fails to achieve statistical confidence. At 0.05, the RI is an order of
magnitude weaker than the signal shown in the top row. Nevertheless, this signal is tabulated as rhythmic (see text and [27] for
further detail).
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Figure 3
cryb vs. cry+: average BG-luc reported activity in rhythmic isolated body parts. The data shown here were collected under a
light-dark cycle (LD 12:12) at a constant temperature of 25°C. The column labeled 'raw data' shows the average plots of luci-
ferase activity for the rhythmic subset of samples as given in Table 1 or Table 2, respectively. Counts-per-second of biolumines-
cence are plotted on the vertical axis with time in hours given on the horizontal axis. The shaded region around the mean
activity line indicates standard error of the mean (SEM). The column labeled 'normalized data' shows plots of the averaged
detrended and normalized data as described under Figure 1 (also see Materials and Methods and [27]). The shaded region rep-
resents the SEM. Units on the ordinate are arbitrary and the plot is centered around a mean of 1. Time (in hours) is repre-
sented on the abcissa. The column labeled 'autocorrelation' shows correlograms for the normalized data. Correlation
coefficients are plotted on the ordinate with a range of values from -1 to 1. The gray region centered around 0 describes a 95%
confidence interval. The lag of the autocorrelation function is plotted on the abcissa. An asterisk is placed above the third peak
of the autocorrelation function. The value at that point defines the Rhythmicity Index (RI), an estimate of the strength of rhyth-
micity [27,31]. When the asterisk is not present, the autocorrelation function indicates a lack of rhythmicity. Values for the RI
appear in the lower left corner of these plots along with a related number called the Rhythmicity Statistic (RS). The RS value is
the ratio of the RI to the absolute value of the confidence line. This metric indicates that the rhythmicity described by the cor-
relogram is statistically significant when the value is ≥  1 (see Materials and Methods for more detail). The column labeled 'mesa'
shows a spectral analysis of the data that provides an estimate of the period [37,27]. Spectral density is given in arbitrary units
on the ordinate and the range of periods we assess is shown on the abcissa. Asterisks are placed over the highest peak shown
in a range between 18–30 hours. Although we take this value as the estimate of circadian period, there may be other periodic-
ities present within the horizontal range (the width) of the peak or elsewhere on the plot and these additional rhythmic com-
ponents are also present in the data. Absence of an asterisk indicates either the absence of a peak or that any peak within the
plot occurs outside the circadian range. Note that the autocorrelation plot is used to determine rhythmicity and mesa is used
to provide an estimate of the period only when warranted by correlogram (for more details see Materials and Methods and
[27]). a.) averaged data for cry+ or cryb antennal pairs. These are assessed for rhythmicity on a specimen by specimen basis as
tabulated in Table 2. b.) same as a.) for isolated heads as tabulated in Table 1. c.) same as b.) for isolated bodies. This analysis is
continued in Figure 4.
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evaluate rhythmicity, based on the shape of a given plot –
even when statistical significance is not achieved (see [27]
for discussion of this feature of applying autocorrelation).
This qualitative criterion is conservative from at least one
perspective: If we imagine that cryb's effect might be an
elimination of per-luc and tim-luc cyclings (given the mu-
tant's isolation phenotype [21]), elementary scrutiny of
correlogram plots increases the chance that data from a
given specimen could be judged rhythmic, thereby de-
creasing the likelihood that we would go overboard in
evaluating mutationally induced damage to the clock sys-
tem. Figure 2 provides an example of why we use a system
of qualitative criteria to assess rhythmicity; while the cor-
relogram of a pair of forelegs shown on the top row indi-
cates a statistically significant rhythm, the foreleg pair
shown on the bottom row is tabulated as rhythmic even
though the correlogram does not achieve statistical signif-
icance. In an effort to include any specimen that could be
judiciously apprehended as rhythmic, we applied this
conservative criterion to obtain the data shown in Tables
1 and 2. We also show our analysis in graphic form for
data averaged from each tissue of a given type to illustrate
effects of cryb in cases for which only the rhythmic speci-
mens were included (Figures 3 and 4; also see Materials
and Methods).
The cryb mutation significantly reduced the number of
rhythmic specimens for each of the body parts we assayed
as measured by both reporters in LD 12:12, with the ex-
ception of the wing (see Table 1 and Table 2). Moreover,
whereas, on average, all of the luc-reported cycles were sig-
nificantly rhythmic in a cry+ background, the minor frac-
tion of cryb specimens that appeared rhythmic (based on
the shape of the correlogram) were not always significant-
ly rhythmic on average. Mutant rhythmicity that passed
muster in that manner was evident for both reporters only
in the wing and antennal pairs. In addition, BG-luc; cryb
(but not tim-luc; cryb) cycles were significantly rhythmic in
the forelegs. Otherwise, the mutation eliminated signifi-
cant rhythmicity.
We were interested in whether the mutant specimens that
retained rhythmicity appeared normal. In this regard, a
potentially more informative indication of the cryb effect
was provided by the Rhythmicity Index (RI), an estimate
of a rhythm's strength that draws on the autocorrelation
read-outs (see Tables 1 and 2; see Materials and Methods
as well as [27,31] for further discussion of this parameter).
RI values indicated that the strengths of rhythmicity from
the LD 12:12 monitorings were significantly lowered by
cryb for both reporters and in all of the body parts (Table
Figure 4
cryb vs. cry+:average BG-luc reported activity in rhythmic isolated body parts continued. All of the details and definitions of the
panels in this figure are the same as in Figure 3. d) Averaged data for cry+ or cryb wings. These are assessed for rhythmicity on
a specimen by specimen basis as tabulated in Table 1. e)same as d) for isolated forelegs.
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1 and Table 2). Thus, the cryb mutation reduces the
strength of cycling in these body parts; in other words,
these rhythms are less robust than in the cry+ controls.
In Figures 3,4,5,6, plots of average counts for each tissue
are presented, based on the rhythmic subset of specimens
tabulated in Tables 1 and 2 for LD 12:12. These average
signals indicate once again that cryb impinges on clock-
gene cyclings. For example, with the exception of the BG-
luc-reported wing data shown in Figure 4d, simple inspec-
tion of the raw data column suggests that cryb reduces or
eliminates such cyclings under LD 12:12 (compare the
raw data for cry+ v cryb for example, in Figure 3a, 3b, or 3c).
The appearance of rhythmicity in the cryb specimens is
mostly revealed after detrending and normalization (see
Figures 3,4,5,6 the second column labeled normalized).
However, in the case of heads and bodies – for which
there were very few rhythmic cryb samples (Table 1) – no
rhythmicity is evident in the averaged plots. One explana-
tion for this could be that the separate rhythms are not in
phase with one another or are noisy; thus the average may
not appear to be rhythmic. Nevertheless, applying auto-
correlation to the averaged time-courses revealed daily cy-
clings to have occurred in all cases except for the average
taken from the rhythmic subset of BG-luc; cryb bodies.
These results show that rhythmicity is evident in the mean
signal as well as when it was initially tabulated on a spec-
imen by specimen basis (see Materials and Methods).
Nevertheless, there might not have been agreement be-
tween these two views of rhythmicity for any of the tissues
(or between different approaches to the analysis of phase
as described below). Although it is unlikely that arrhyth-
mic specimens would give rise to a mean rhythm, it is con-
Table 2: Effects of the cryb mutation on BG-luc and tim-luc reporter activity in antennal specimens under light-dark cycles (LD 12:12), 
constant darkness (DD and constant temperature (HH)1,2
Genotype3 Na
4 Number5 Rhythmic 
(statistical significance)
Period
(Mean ± SEM)
Rhythmicity6 Index 
(Mean ± SEM)
Rhythmicity Statistic 
(Mean ± SEM)
Rhythm Amplitude 
(Mean ± SEM)
Phase Activity Counts 
(MeanfSEM)
LD
BG-luc; cry+ 36 33 (23) 24.2 ± 0.3 0.49 ± 0.03 3.0 ± 0.2 0.17 ± 0.01 2.8, 0.9 335 ± 33
BG-luc; cryb 41 16 (3) 25.8 ± 1.0 0.12 ± 0.06 0.8 ± 0.4 0.09 ± 0.02 8.2, 0.9 299 ± 65
tim-luc; cry+ 20 16 (9) 25.0 ± 0.3 0.36 ± 0.05 2.3 ± 0.3 0.15 ± 0.02 2.1,0.9 309 ± 30
tim-luc; cryb 36 11 (1) 26.5 ± 1.0 0.23 ± 0.05 1.4 ± 0.3 0.09 ± 0.01 9.2, 1.0 477 ± 105
DD
BG-luc; cry+ 38 33(4) 25.7 ± 0.4 0.20 ± 0.03 1.2 ± 0.2 0.12 ± 0.01 5.5, 1.0 404 ± 27
BG-luc; cryb 31 14(1) 26.8 ± 1.3 0.03 ± 0.04 0.2 ± 0.2 0.02 ± 0.00 10.5,0.3 350 ± 75
tim-luc; cry+ 23 22(0) 26.4 ± 0.4 0.12 ± 0.03 0.7 ± 0.2 0.08 ± 0.00 5.4, 0.8 269 ± 40
tim-luc; cryb 37 8(0) 24.3 ± 2.2 -0.1 ± 0.09 -0.6 ± 0.5 0.04 ± 0.00 7.9, 0.5 625 ± 109
HH
BG-luc; cry+ 112 94(5) 25.4 ± 0.3 0.12 ± 0.01 0.7 ± 0.1 0.08 ± 0.00 -0.1,0.6 487 ± 29
BG-luc; cryb 107 28(2) 25.4 ± 0.5 0.14 ± 0.03 0.9 ± 0.2 0.06 ± 0.00 0.9, 0.6 624 ± 98
tim-luc; cry+ 112 74(0) 25.3 ± 0.3 0.14 ± 0.01 0.8 ± 0.1 0.09 ± 0.00 0.2, 0.7 902 ± 73
tim-luc; cryb 80 37(4) 25.8 ± 0.2 0.11 ± 0.02 0.7 ± 0.1 0.08 ± 0.00 -1.4,0.5 674 ± 90
1) The experimental conditions are described in Krishnan et al [23] and in Materials and Methods. 2) Ambient conditions are light-dark cycles with 
12 hours of light and 12 hours of darkness (LD 12:12) or constant darkness at 25°C or constant temperature in which the specimens were first syn-
chronized to temperature cycles in constant darkness consisting of 12 hours of 18°C followed by 12 hours of 27°C before they were evaluated 
under a constant high temperature of 27°C (HH). See Materials and Methods for further details. Also see Krishnan et al. [23]3) All headings in Table 
2 are defined as in Table 21. 4) The analysis was applied to samples previously described in Krishnan et al [23]. The number of specimens analyzed 
(Na) in LD and DD is unchanged, while the number of specimens in HH has increased by 123 additional cry+ antennal pairs and 62 additional cryb 
specimens (see Materials and Methods for more details) 5) We asked whether cryb affects rhythmicity in antennal pairs for each ambient condition. 
Chi-squared tests showed significant effects of the mutation on rhythmicity with either BG-luc or tim-luc in all cases (p < .001). 6) The cryb mutation 
significantly reduced the RI value for each reporter in LD and DD (t-test, p < .001) but not HH (p > .05).BMC Neuroscience 2002, 3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/3/5
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ceivable that rhythmic specimens might give rise to an
arrhythmic mean.
Output from phase analysis
We measured the time of peak luciferase activity for each
of the five daily cycles included in the monitoring and
analysis of a given specimen (see Materials and Methods).
A mean peak time (per day) was thereby calculated for
each specimen, with such a value taken as the representa-
tive phase for that specimen. One goal of quantifying the
molecular phases was to compare the normal tim-luc time-
course values to the BG-luc ones for each tissue in a cry+ ge-
netic background. For this, we used circular statistics
[27,32]. Briefly, the phase of each specimen is plotted as a
time point (Figures 7,8). An average vector is calculated
based on the distribution of phase points around the unit
circle. The angle of the vector corresponds to the mean
phase for the group of points, and the magnitude of the
vector represents the variability in the phase estimates
[32]. The Watson-Williams-Stevens statistic was applied
to evaluate whether two such vectors are significantly dif-
ferent from one another [32]. Significant differences were
evident in the phase of these two clock genes' cyclical ex-
pression under a light-dark cycle, for all tissues except iso-
lated antennal pairs and the heads (see Figure 7) and 8.
From similar analyses performed on the BG-luc data in a
cry+ vs a cryb background, the mutation was revealed to af-
fect the phase of BG-luc-reported cycling in all tissues ex-
cept bodies (see Figure 7, and note that there were only 4
or 5 rhythmic BG-luc; cryb samples for analysis of heads
and bodies, respectively; and that neither one of the mean
vectors representing these samples is significant by
Rayleigh's test). Thus cryb 's effect on the phase of these
molecular rhythms is as potent as the effect on cycling as
such.
The analysis of phase presented in Figure 7 and Figure 8
relies on an average estimate of phase for each specimen
and it neglects any variability in the occurrence of peak-
time associated with the daily rhythm in biolumines-
cence. As noted above, the mean vectors depicted within
each panel of Figures 7,8 represent a vector average of the
individual phase estimates with the direction of the vector
indicating the mean time and the length of the vector in-
dicating the variability (dispersion) of the estimates. An
alternative analysis, presented in Figures 9,10, preserves
the intraspecimen variability. This analysis, called a bivar-
iate analysis [32], represents an individual specimen as a
vector in the x-y plane. The position of each point (plotted
as an asterisk or an open circle) is determined by the vari-
ability of the occurrence of the peak for that individual
record. Thus, the points that fall on the diameter of the cir-
cle are precisely consistent from day to day, while those
falling closer to the origin indicate greater variability. The
position of the point within the circle describes the mean
peak time for each specimen. In this way, each point indi-
cates the head of a vector that summarizes the phase for a
particular specimen. The tail of the vector would connect
the point to the origin but we do not plot the vectors this
way because the figure would be difficult to interpret. A
statistical comparison between the two groups (in this
case per-luc v tim-luc or per-luc; cry+ v per-luc; cryb) is ob-
tained by first calculating a mean vector that connects the
origin to the center of the cloud of points defined by the
respective group and then testing whether or not these
representative vectors are different from one another.
The results shown in Figures 9 and 10 are consistent with
those in Figure 7 and 8, but the interpretation of the fig-
ures is different. For example, Figure 8e (on the right)
shows that the cryb mutation affects the mean peak phase
significantly; this difference is evident in the distribution
of the mean phase estimates estimates plotted outside the
circle on the right in Figures 7,8. When these same luc
records are plotted using the bivariate method as shown
in Figures 9,10, both the temporal distribution and the in-
traspecimen variability determine the placement of indi-
vidual points within the circle (on the right in Figure 10e).
The plot in Figure 10e shows much more detail about the
rhythmic output generated by each specimen; it is clear
that the cry+ forelegs produced a stable rhythm in nearly
all of the 33 cases as indicated by the presence of the aster-
isks on or near the edge of the circle. On the other hand,
it is readily apparent from this plot that the 11 rhythmic
cryb specimens are more variable in the daily timing of
peak phase because more than half of the points repre-
senting this group are plotted within the circle, relatively
closer to the origin than the cry+ points. Nevertheless, the
statistical test that corresponds to the treatment of data de-
picted in Figures 9,10 only tells us that the phases are dif-
ferent; it is not possible to determine whether this
difference comes from the temporal distribution or the
variability or a combination of the two. Therefore, the in-
terpretation of these two different phase analyses is that
there is a significant effect of cryb on the peak phase of the
clock in the foreleg (Figures 7,8) and that there is also an
e f f e c t  o f  t h i s  v a r i a n t  o n  t h e  m e a n  o c c u r r e n c e  o f  p e a k
phase (Figures 9 and 10).
Effects of cryb on antennal rhythms in constant darkness 
and constant temperature
Temporally varying LUC activity was examined for anten-
nal pairs in constant darkness (DD) to assess whether cryb
affects free-running rhythmicity. As noted above, these
rhythms may appear to be weaker in constant conditions
than under LD 12:12 (see Table 2). Earlier studies have
shown that the amplitude of rhythms in DD is reduced
compared to LD [20]. These observations could reflect a
weakening of synchrony between, for example, the twoBMC Neuroscience 2002, 3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/3/5
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Figure 5
cryb vs. cry+: average tim-luc-reported activity in rhythmic isolated body parts. Details and definitions of the panels in the figure
are the same as in Figure 3. Experimental conditions are the same as in Figure 3 with the exception that the reporter is tim-luc.
The order of presentation is the same as in Figure 3,4: a.) averaged data for cry+ or cryb antennal pairs assessed as rhythmic on
a specimen by specimen basis as tabulated in Table 2. b.) and c.) show rhythmic specimens from averaged rhythmic cry+ isolated
heads and bodies respectively. Note that there are no rhythmic cryb heads or bodies to analyze because none were found as
shown in Table 1. d.) isolated wings as tabulated in Table 1. This analysis is continued in Figure 6.
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antennae within a well, or between multiple clock cells
within a specimen. But the method for monitoring luc ac-
tivity can also contribute to the appearance of damping
within a record.
Linear as well as nonlinear trends in the data come into
play in experiments using luciferase reporter technology
[19,20]. Such artifacts were shown (in one substrate re-
plenishment experiment) to be the result of inevitable de-
pletion of luciferin from the medium surrounding the
tissues over time [19]. Removal of these trends quantita-
tively clarifies the record of bioluminescent activity with
regard to any rhythmicity that might be present [27]. The
normalization procedure we use (see Figure 1 and [27] for
more detail) exposes the rhythm (if one is present) in a
manner that is quantifiable without reference to the type
of measurement that has been employed (for example,
counts-per-second metric on the ordinate of the relevant
plots becomes dimensionless). One salutary consequence
is that comparisons between groups – differing, for exam-
ple, by body part-are based on the nature of the rhythmic-
ity per se (independent of tissue-dependent levels of
overall reporter expression). Therefore, the use of compu-
tational techniques to detrend and normalize the signals
permitted us to extract and characterize rhythms for com-
parative analysis – clearing out other features that were
deemed relatively unimportant in terms of the manner by
which tissue-type, background genotype, or transgene
type would influence the appreciation of these clock-gene
cyclings.
As indicated in Table 2, the effects of cryb in DD are con-
sistent with its effects in LD 12:12. In constant conditions,
the mutation significantly reduced the number of rhyth-
mic antennal pairs for both reporters. However, degrees of
rhythmicity were also impinged on by the conditions
alone, in that only the BG-luc; cry+ cycles were significantly
rhythmic on average.
From a more quantitative perspective, the mean RI value
resulting from the DD monitorings was decreased by an
order of magnitude in the cryb mutation compared to cry+
for tim-luc as well as BG-luc activity (see Table 2). This ef-
fect of cryb is further underscored by an analogous effect
on rhythm amplitude. The measures of mean amplitudes
given in Tables 1 and 2 stem from computing the distanc-
es (as graphed) from the peak (or trough) to the "mean
line" running through plots of the detrended and normal-
ized signals, cryb caused amplitude decrements for the
time-courses mediated by expression of both luc-fusion
transgene types (Table 2).
This cryptochrome mutation produced dramatic effects on
the phase of both reporters in DD: The mean-phase values
were estimated to occur more than 7 hours earlier for cryb
antennae compared to the cry+ appendages. This effect of
cryb indicates that the gene may contribute to regulation of
the endogenous phase for the antennal clock. Alternative-
ly, the extreme difference in phase could indicate the loss
of synchrony between multiple clock cells within the an-
tennae consistent with the large decrease seen in the RI
value. These results suggest that cry may normally play a
role in the determination of clock time or, alternatively,
Figure 6
cryb vs. cry+: average tim-luc-reported activity in rhythmic isolated body parts continued. Details for this figure are the same as in
Figure 5. e.) averaged data for cry+ or cry5 rhythmic isolated forelegs as tabulated in Table 1.
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that it may act to synchronize clock time between individ-
ual clock cells.
Previous studies of cryptochrome's chronobiological role
in Drosophila emphasized that CRY may function as a deep
brain photoreceptor involved in mediating resetting of
the clock by light [26]. Support for this hypothesis came
from the observation that locomotor-activity rhythms in
cryb flies are unaffected in constant darkness and also
maintain rhythmicity under constant light, a condition
that causes behavioral arrhythmicity in the wild type [33].
While antennal rhythms of gene expression and of odor
sensitivity in DD are significantly attenuated in cryb tissues
([23], unlike locomotor rhythmicity [21]), it remained
possible that such effects are due to an altered role of light
on the developing clock. To address this possibility, we
reared experimental subjects and prepared antennal sam-
ples in a temperature cycle (27°C:18°C) in DD and then
tested the antennal samples in constant darkness at a con-
stant warm temperature 27° (here called HH – for con-
stant high temperature – to distinguish this experiment
from the standard LD rearing->DD tests described above).
As shown in Table 2, the effects of cryb on molecular rhyth-
micity in HH are similar to what was observed in the LD
and (standard) DD monitorings. The number of rhythmic
specimens was significantly reduced by the mutation for
Figure 7
Circular phase analysis of luciferase expression in isolated
body parts. The left column shows phase comparisons for
BG-luc; cry+ (plotted with asterisk) vs tim-luc; cry+ (plotted
with open circles). The right column shows BG-luc; cry+ (plot-
ted as asterisk) vs. BG-luc; cryb (plotted as open circles). All of
the data shown here were collected in a light-dark cycle (LD
12:12). The time of lights on is indicated as 0 h on the circle.
On these plots time moves forward in a counter-clockwise
direction. Phase estimates for each rhythmic specimen are
plotted just outside the unit circle and a mean vector summa-
rizes the phase of the group with the mean direction indicat-
ing the time and the magnitude of the vector indicating the
dispersion (variability) of the individual estimates (see Materi-
als and Methods and [27,32]). The Watson-Williams-Stevens
test returns an F-statistic that is used to evaluate whether
the vectors are significantly different from one another[32].
Rayleigh's test [27,32] shows each vector is significantly dif-
ferent (p < 0.05) from the null vector (random distribution)
with the exception of the BG-luc; cryb vectors shown on the
right for heads and bodies in b and c respectively. Beneath
each circular plot the difference in hours is given, followed by
the mean time for each vector with the number of speci-
mens, n, in brackets, and a p-value for the comparison, a.)
comparisons for isolated antennal pairs, b.) isolated heads, c.)
isolated bodies. Number of rhythmic samples for each group
are given in Table 1 and Table 2. This analysis is continued in
Figure 8.
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both BG-luc- and tim-luc-reported rhythms. However, very
few of the rhythmic specimens, among either cry+ or cryb
antennal pairs, was significantly periodic (see Table 2).
Further, unlike what was found in the other conditions,
the RI values stemming from the HH test were similar
across genotypes and reporters. Similiarly, there was no ef-
fect of the cryb mutant on the amplitude of the normalized
rhythmic output of our reporters in these experiments
(Table 2).
A combined effect of the temperature regimen together
with that of cryb was detected on the phase of molecular
cycling: A mutationally induced difference of 2.5 hours
was observed in HH as opposed to 7 hours in DD. The di-
rection of the cryb-induced phase modification was the
same as that observed in DD at a lower temperature. More
generally (and aside from the genotypic effect), high:low
entrainment, followed by subjecting these isolated ap-
pendages to a constant high temperature, caused a phase
effect: Peak times of LUC-reported cyclings were shifted 4
or 6 hours earlier in the HH tests – respectively, for BG-luc;
cry+ and tim-luc; cry+ antennae – compared with the results
of LD rearing and DD monitoring.
Discussion
We have developed a tool kit for the analysis of cyclical
data [27] and here have applied it to molecular data in-
volving circadian clocks in isolated tissues of Drosophila.
Figure 9
Bivariate phase analysis of isolated body parts. These data are
the same as shown in Figure 4. The left column shows phase
comparisons for BG-luc; cry+ (plotted with asterisk) vs tim-luc;
cry+ (plotted with open circles). The right column shows BG-
luc; cry+ (plotted as asterisk) vs. BG-luc; cryb (plotted as open
circles). The axes for each plot describe an x-y plane with the
origin occurring at the center of the unit circle plotted within
the plane for reference. The point (0,1) defines the beginning
of the subjective day, or time 0. Time moves in a counter
clock-wise direction on this circle. Each point denotes the
head of a vector that summarizes the phase of an individual
specimen. The tail of this vector would extend from the ori-
gin to the plotted point, with the direction indicating the
mean peak time across cycles and the magnitude (distance
from the origin) describing the variability of the peaks for
each specimen. However, these tails are not plotted to sim-
plify the appearance of the figure. A mean vector is calculated
and fully plotted to show the mean phase time for each
group of points as well as the mean variability (indicated by
its length). Below each plot: the length of each mean vector is
given by r; the mean time of each vector is given by phi and
the p-value used to assess whether the phase differs between
groups is obtained by Hotelling's two-sample test (for more
detail see [32]). This analysis is continued in Figure 10.
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Bivariate phase analysis of isolated body parts. See Figure 9
legend for details.
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Two features of this approach: the evaluation of rhythmic-
ity and the evaluation of phase, have been emphasized.
The first prominent feature is the application of filters for
normalizing and detrending the raw time-course data.
Such a preparation may indicate whether or not a rhyth-
mic signal is present, as shown in Figure 1. Subsequent cri-
teria are evaluated by means of the autocorrelation
function to determine whether a rhythm is present in the
data and, if so, whether it is statistically significant. How-
ever, we do not rely on statistical significance as an abso-
lute test of rhythmicity. On the one hand, statistical
confidence provides a quantitative standard that removes
investigator bias; on the other hand, biological signals can
fail this test while still displaying the features of rhythmic-
ity. We have adopted a strategy for addressing this com-
plexity based on several criteria as discussed in the
companion paper [27]. The overall approach is somewhat
subjective, yet it is systematic and does not rely on an ar-
bitrary decision about periodicity in the data. We evaluate
each record – blind to treatment or genotype – as raw data
or normalized/detrended data. If the shape of the autocor-
relation function displays periodicity (a sinusoidal pat-
tern) in the circadian range, we accept the presence of
rhythmicity and quantify the strength of the rhythm using
the RI value. In addition, we keep track of which samples
are significantly rhythmic and which samples are not with
the RS metric (see Tables 1 and 2 for examples). Although
we go into this matter more thoroughly in the companion
paper, we reiterate here that this subjective use of the au-
tocorrelation function to establish rhythmicity is not un-
precedented; in fact, it has been recommended as a valid
approach to situations like our experiments where the
number of data points is relatively small [30]. In general,
it must be noted that the use of both tabulated and aver-
aged data also supports this approach. For example, the
average of the RI values given for the rhythmic per-luc an-
tennal samples in LD as indicated in Table 2 is lower than
the RI values shown for the mean signal presented in Fig-
ure 3a. This difference occurs because the rhythmicity ex-
pressed by individual samples within the respective
groups is similar and the averaging process (portrayed in
the plotted data shown in Figure 3a) tends to strengthen
the rhythms in question and to eliminate idiosyncracies
within a given record.
Thus, we have quantified how the cryb mutation affects
molecular rhythmicity in two ways. First, it reduces the
number of rhythmic peripheral-tissue specimens in all
cases, except – and most intriguing – for the wing. Second,
even when only the rhythmic cryb versus cry+ specimens
are considered, the former genotype causes a significant
reduction of RI values, with the exception of antennal
pairs whose molecular time-courses were monitored at
constant temperature.
A variety of claims have been made about the phase of
clock gene expression in various tissues and cell types.
While immunohistochemical studies have suggested that
the course of wild-type per cycling may differ between
photoreceptors and neurons in the central brain [34], mo-
lecular studies have suggested that there is no difference
between the phase of per mRNA cycling in photoreceptors
vs. the rest of the head (35). The interpretation of such
studies is complicated by the inability to assess phase over
several cycles within a specimen. However, even when
such measurements have been facilitated by the use of
real-time monitoring of luc-reporters, there has been an
assertion that phase is essentially the same amongst isolat-
ed tissues [19]. Nevertheless, given our observation that
the effects of the cryb variant may be tissue-specific, as well
as the use of both per-luc and tim-luc reporters, we re-ex-
amined this question quantitatively.
Thus, the second analytic feature we emphasize is the
analysis of phase. We have applied two complementary
approaches. The first approach uses circular statistics to
evaluate the distribution of peak phase estimates. The sec-
ond approach uses a bivariate analysis that reveals in-
traspecimen variability as well as mean peak time to test
differences in phase. Specifically, we applied these meth-
ods to ask whether the two luc reporters (BG-luc and tim-
luc) peak at the same time in a cry+ (and otherwise clock-
normal genetic background) and also whether the cryb
mutation influences peak phase of the BG-luc reporter.
The observation of tissue-specific phase relationships be-
tween per-luc and tim-luc, along with the apparent differ-
ence in the absolute timing of phase is not surprising.
Such differences could be explained both on the basis of
differences in cell types and differences in function.
Whereas peripheral clocks are not necessarily neuronal
[36], it is conceivable that tissue specific differences in the
intracellular environment would force different peak
times on the clock mechanism. Further, based on the tis-
sue specific effects of cryb it is possible that the configura-
tion of a clock mechanism may vary between different cell
types. For example, the full ensemble of clock factors
present within these various tissues is not yet known.
Conclusions
Following our previous development of a collection of an-
alytical tools for the study of molecular and behavioral cy-
cles [27], we now provide intensively performed examples
of the analysis of molecular rhythms in isolated tissues
from Drosophila. In the main, but by no means exclusively,
the current analyses were applied to published data re-
volving round effects of the cryptochrome gene as it func-
tions in Drosophila's circadian system [23]. The results of
the present study show that procedures for detrending and
normalizing the data clarify the presence versus absenceBMC Neuroscience 2002, 3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/3/5
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of rhythmicity – which tend strongly to be associated with
cry+ functioning versus that putatively remaining in the
cryb mutant – as well as permitting a more detailed under-
standing of the features accompanying a given molecular
time-course. Our conclusions from extended and deep-
ened analyses of these clock-gene cyclings are consistent
with those in the earlier report [23], including the matter
of peripheral-tissue rhythms being dependent in part on
CRY-mediated functions. Moreover, current applications
of our phase analysis uncovered new phenomena. These
components of the tool-kit reveal that cryb alters the phase
of period and timeless gene expressions, suggesting further
that – at least in the periphery – CRY plays a quasi-central
role in molecular timekeeping. More broadly, in peripher-
al tissues whose genotype was clock-normal, phase differ-
ences that were evident among the different body parts
strengthen the notion that overall features of the time-
keeping mechanisms vary according to the local molecu-
lar milieu. This is perhaps as it should be – because why
would a structure such as the antenna necessarily wish to
exhibit a maximum or mininim value for a given piece of
clock-output that might be the same as those elaborated
within the fly's legs?
The development of analytical strategies for analyzing bi-
ological time-series will continue to be important as new
real-time methods (potentially including images of tis-
sues) provide greater access to molecular and physiologi-
cal cycles. Such strategies add depth as well as detail to the
study of biological time-keeping mechanisms.
Materials and Methods
Peripheral tissues were dissected from D. melanogaster
adults as described in Krishnan et al [23]. The per-luc (BG-
luc) and tim-luc transgenic strains were originally de-
scribed elsewhere [20,21]. Automated monitorings of lu-
ciferase (LUC) activity were the same previously described
[20,23]. All of the data from light-dark cycles (LD 12:12)
and from constant darkness (DD) were from the LUC
monitorings reported in Krishnan et al [23], although
most of the pertinent data were not separated as to per-luc
versus tim-luc expressions, and many of the results were
included as supplementary material. Additional cry+ spec-
imens in Table 1, which did not appear in the earlier re-
port, have been included here, substantially to augment
the appreciation of normal clock-gene cycling in isolated
tissues. We also include data from additional experiments
collected under constant high temperature (27°C) [23].
These data were collected after the submission of the ear-
lier report.
In these new experiments flies were reared in DD and in
temperature cycles (12-hr 27°C: 12-hr 18°C). One-to-
three day-old ether-anesthetized males were collected and
housed for 2 days in these same conditions before the an-
tennal pairs were dissected. The antennal pairs were
placed immediately in luciferin-containing medium in
96-well plates and transferred to the luminometer (as de-
scribed in [23]), where they were exposed to 2 additional
days of the temperature-cycle in DD before being main-
tained at a constant temperature of 27°C for the duration
of the LUC-monitoring runs.
The basic flow-chart for handling data from a given speci-
men and from an ensemble of like ones was as follows:
Each record was evaluated for an adequate level of expres-
sion above 'no-specimen' background to insure that the
tissue had survived and was producing valid data [cf.
[23]]. If expression levels were adequate, the specimen
was assessed for rhythmicity. Temporally varying LUC ac-
tivity was detrended and normalized as described in Fig-
ure 1. Next, autocorrelation analysis [30] was performed
to look for a rhythmic pattern of activity. The correlogram
is a plot that reports correlation-coefficient values on the
vertical axis versus time-lags plotted on the horizontal ax-
is. Zero lag always provides a value of 1, because the cor-
relation is perfect between the activity record and a copy
of itself at each point. However, as one copy of the activity
record is shifted along the time axis (in either direction)
by one point (in other words, a lag of 1 hour), the corre-
lation falls off. This process is repeated, and a correlation
coefficient is calculated for the activity record against itself
for each lag shown in the correlogram (see bottom row of
Figure 1 for an example). If the correlation coefficients fall
and rise in a periodic fashion, resembling a sinusoidal
curve, the record of LUC activity is "rhythmic." As to
whether such periodicity is significant, a 95% confidence
interval is calculated based on the number of observations
in the experiment. Rhythmic activity is statistically signif-
icant if the peaks and troughs of the autocorrelation func-
tion cross the boundary set by the confidence interval
centered at 0 on the correlogram (for further detail see
[27] and references therein). As noted above in Results
text, we do not require statistical significance to score a
record as rhythmic. The appearance of rhythmicity in the
correlogram is applied as a qualitative criterion so that we
do not treat weakly rhythmic data as arrhythmic data. The
justification for this strategy is given in Levine et al [27].
In addition, we keep track of the number of specimens
that generated statistically significant rhythms as indicat-
ed in Table 1 and Table 2.
We quantify the strength of a rhythm with the aforemen-
tioned Rhythmicity Index. RI is the height of the third
peak of the correlogram [27,31]. Whereas the confidence
interval for the correlogram is based solely on the number
of observations, the RI value is based on the robustness of
any regular fluctuations in the data. For example, we
record LUC activity every hour. If we increased the sam-
pling frequency from once every 60 minutes to once everyBMC Neuroscience 2002, 3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/3/5
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30 or 15 minutes, the confidence interval would become
smaller while the shape and amplitude of the correlogram
would presumably remain unchanged from the curve ob-
tained by 60 minute sampling. The RI value, however,
would not vary, while the estimates of statistical signifi-
cance would vary according to the sampling frequency.
It is nevertheless informative to monitor the statistical sig-
nificance of periodicities; for this we devised a ratio that
allows us to track whether or not a specimen is significant-
ly rhythmic, the so-called Rhythmicity Statistic (RS). An
RS value is a ratio of the RI value to the absolute value of
the 95% confidence line. If RI is equal to or greater than
the numerical height of the confidence line, then the
rhythm is significant (by definition, the height of the peak
is ≥  the height of the confidence interval used to deter-
mine statistical significance). Alternatively, if RI is less
than the confidence line, the rhythm is not statistically sig-
nificant. Thus, RS provides a numerical accounting of sig-
nificance for an individual specimen or an average signal.
We define the amplitude of a rhythmic LUC time-course
as the (plotted) distance (in arbitrary units) from the
mean peak or mean trough of the normalized activity
record to 1 (the latter is always the mean value of detrend-
ed and normalized data, as exemplified in Figure 1). The
complete range of the rhythm is twice the amplitude.
Most of the analyses applied in the current study were de-
scribed in detail in the companion paper [27]. We aug-
mented such treatments of the data by developing two
additional parameters, the Rhythmicity Statistic (RS) and
a metric that allows specification of cycling amplitude.
Analyses leading to the rhythmic parameters were applied
to individual samples; their averages appear in Tables 1
and 2. In addition, averages of the LUC data computed
across all records within a given group (which varied as to
body part, luc reporter type, and cry allele) were obtained;
and such averaged time-courses were formally analyzed,
as shown in Figures 3,4 and Figures 5,6. Consequently,
there are differences between the Tables and Figures in
values of parameters such as the Rhythmicity Index (RI,
see below), because the tables specify the means deter-
mined from individual-specimen analyses, while the fig-
ures provide parameters determined after computing the
average time-courses.
Maximum Entropy Spectral Analysis (MESA) was em-
ployed to estimate the period of a rhythm, i.e., for a given
time-course previously determined to be significantly pe-
riodic by correlogram. This method is presented in detail
elsewhere [37,27].
We have discussed the analysis of phase using circular sta-
tistics in the companion paper [27]. Briefly, an average es-
timate of peak phase, obtained for each specimen, is
plotted as a point on a unit circle. A mean vector, extend-
ing from the center of the unit circle towards the diameter
is calculated for each group of points; the direction of the
vector indicates mean peak phase for the group and the
length of the vector represents the variability or dispersion
between the points (phase estimates for each specimen).
The Watson-Williams-Stevens test returns an F-statistic for
the comparison of vectors between two groups to deter-
mine whether they represent significantly different esti-
mates of phase (see Figures 5,6 and [27,32] for further
detail).
One disadvantage of this phase analysis is the loss of in-
formation about the variability of phase across cycles for
each specimen. Therefore, we have also introduced anoth-
er approach using bivariate statistics to represent the mo-
lecular cycles more completely [32]. In this approach, the
record of each specimen is represented as the tip of a vec-
tor whose direction indicates the mean phase estimate (as
above) and whose distance from the origin in the x-y
plane represents intraspecimen variability (see Figures
7,8). Each group appears as a distribution of points. A
mean vector extending from the origin to the center of the
distribution is calculated to describe the overall mean
peak phase and variability of the group of points (see Fig-
ures 7,8, for example). Finally, the two groups are com-
pared using Hotelling's two-sample test to determine
whether the respective vectors are different. If a significant
difference between vectors is obtained, this method does
not specify whether the difference is due to the variability,
the peak phase estimate or some combination of the two.
All of the analyses described above as well as the subse-
quent output (the figures) come from programs written
for the current study and the just-previous one [27] using
Matlab6 (Mathworks). This software is available on re-
quest.
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